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What is rewilding? Rewilding is letting nature take its natural course and
introducing endangered animals back into the wild. Near Haslemere, there
has been a project on Blackdown that has introduced two beavers; and on
Knepp’s estate they’re introducing buffalo and storks. Rewilding is
something very important to me because I love nature and I think it’s great
that endangered animals are being reintroduced to the wild.

Maisy, Year 8, said: “Animals should be able to be in their natural habitat”
and also that “decisions need to be made for the good of the animals.”
Another student said: “I think it's positive because it gives animals that are
going extinct a chance to grow in numbers in captivity, and then they can
be introduced to the wild and live as they would have”. Many people seem
to be in favour of rewilding as all of the students and staff I spoke to said
that they thought that rewilding was a positive thing and it should be
encouraged.

Rewilding has negatives too though, for example, it is very expensive to
fund and land has to come out of someone’s private land or a national park:
which are often used for walks and other human activity. Mrs Pope, an
English teacher, said “I think that private landowners could be encouraged
to think of different ways to share their land with the community”.

On Blackdown, where the beavers were released, areas of land were roped
off to allow space for the beavers without the threat of dogs off leads and
human related accidents. This meant that there wasn’t as much space for
people to walk, run or cycle as there was a metal fence stopping people
and dogs going into the beavers' habitat. However, the people I talked to all



agreed that land should be roped off as there is plenty of land left for
humans. As well as this, farmers can lose livestock when animals like
wolves are introduced especially or live in constant fear if animals like
grizzly bears are reintroduced.

As long as it is managed properly though, rewilding is generally a positive
thing that has many positive effects such as bringing endangered animals
back from the brink of extinction. It also lets young people experience the
diversity of nature, just like the older generations, as well as being good for
the environment because it allows plants and trees to grow naturally.


